MORTGAGE PRISONERS LITIGATION
____________________
Questionnaire Terms of Use
____________________

These terms tell you the rules for using our questionnaire at www.mortgageprisoners.com
(the ‘Questionnaire’). By using the Questionnaire you confirm that you accept these terms of use
and that you agree to comply with them.
If you do not agree to these terms, you must not use the Questionnaire.
The Questionnaire and any documents available through it are confidential to Harcus Parker Limited
(‘Harcus Parker’). They contain Harcus Parker’s work product and know-how, and are commercially
sensitive. The Questionnaire and the documents available through it are also privileged as between
Harcus Parker and its clients and potential clients, and are only made available for the purposes of
allowing potential clients of the firm to evaluate whether or not they wish to join the claim, and if
they do, to allow them to do so. If you do not in good faith believe that you are eligible to join the
Mortgage Prisoners Litigation, then you must not continue with the Questionnaire.
By using the Questionnaire, you agree and confirm that:
i)

you have not formally instructed another firm of solicitors or a case management company to
bring a claim for you in relation to your mortgage;

ii)

you do not act as a solicitor for, or work for a firm of solicitors who act for, or work for a Case
Management Company who acts for, other claimants in similar litigation;

iii)

you are not a member of the legal teams of any of Northern Rock, Bradford & Bingley,
Mortgage Agency Services Number 5 (MAS), ‘Whistletree’ (a subsidiary of TSB), TSB, Landmark
Mortgages Limited, NRAM Limited, Topaz Finance Limited (or its subsidiary, Rosolite
Mortgages Limited), Mortgage Express, The Mortgage Business, or Trillium Mortgages Limited
Tulip Mortgages Limited, Rose Mortgages Limited, Chaconia Mortgages Limited, or Pepper
(UK) Limited (all trading as ‘Engage Credit’), or or any other successor company to those
lenders, or any person who is the transferee or purchaser of any former Northern Rock,
Bradford & Bingley, or MAS mortgages), and you do not intend to pass on any information
about the claim to them;

iv)

you are not a member of the board of any of the lenders mentioned above, and you are not
closely related to anybody who is; and

v)

you acknowledge that the contents of (and the documents contained within and linked to)
this questionnaire are confidential and privileged, and you agree to keep them confidential,
regardless of whether you complete the questionnaire and become a client of Harcus Parker
Limited or not.

